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The long-awaited Washburn electric guitar design was first presented in 1976. The
company's first electric was a completely-constructed instrument and featured a full-

size, mahogany-finished body with full figured maple back and sides and a
mahogany neck with three-ply dot inlays. The 1957-issued EP-1000 was based on

this design, but evolved into the first successful commercial mass-produced electric
guitar. The world's first multi-colored round electric guitar was introduced in the

early 1980s. These instruments were made available in three neck widths: 22, 21.5
and 21 1/2" at the time, and featured single pick-ups with two ceramic magnets. The

colors were: Solid - #0170; Maroon - #0239; Blue - #0259; Green - #0340; Jade -
#0359; Yellow - #0397; Orange - #0519. All EPs were made in Japan and were
discontinued in the U.S. in 1984. The modern Washburn V-model EP line was
introduced in 1985. Production was initiated in the US, whereas the Japanese

instruments remained only for export. The Washburn engineer in charge of the
design and development of this line was Michael Brant, a former member of several

famous guitar groups. In 1984 he was the director of engineering at B.C. Rich. In
1989 he returned to B.C. Rich and is currently Head of Quality and Design. Michael
has been instrumental in many improvements to Washburn guitars, including the

development of some of our most popular and successful models. The instruments
in this series use a two part construction; a neck and a body. One of the most

important parts of a Washburn electric guitar is the neck, which is made of
mahogany wood with an increase in body depth at the 1st fret. This increases the
life span of the instrument and provides a musical and characterful instrument. A

Washburn guitar has a uniquely warm tone and provide superior projection at high
volume levels. These instruments are also made from quality materials. The necks
are maple with a 3/4" radius joint at the heel and a cutaway veneer along the front

edge. Construction is luthier-grade, using the finest wood and expertly shaped parts
with an arched headstock. The rosewood fingerboard is unbound and features a

22-fret fingerboard with 22 medium jumbo frets and dot inlays on the fingerboard.
The neck is attached to a body made of mahogany. The body has a cutaway solid

maple top with a 3/4" radius joint at the heel.
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Washburn Serial Numbers

Ike (Back to top of
page) Every US made

Ike out of a 80s or
90s model carries a

two-digit serial
number that is

stamped on the face
of the headstock. The
first digit of the serial
number identifies the
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year made while the
last digit of the serial

number is the
production number of

the model. This
allowed the factory

to make hundreds of
identical models
under the same

number and move
production from
model to model
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during the same
year.Ike guitars

made from the 1920s
to 1950s and

imported from China
follow this pattern

and are described in
detail here: Gibson

(Back to top of page)
During the 70s and
80s Gibson made a
number of reissue
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models. The lack of a
serial number and
the insensitivity to
date made these

difficult to date. The
numbers were

something like (for a
1959 model):
S-6-1958. S-6

denotes the model
number. The second
number denotes the
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year made. The third
number may be a
model number, a

serial number, a set
number, a date, or it
may change with the
date. It may be 1, 2,
or 3 digits long.The

following is the
decode of a Kupke
1961 model: Kupke

(Back to top of page)
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I'm not sure if they
have a serial number

on any Kupke
guitars, but in any
case I don't think

they were made in
the USA. There was a
Kupke branded Kay
acoustic introduced
by Harmony in 1983

and, according to
Harmony, these
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models contained a
CTS pickup.I have

seen a Kupke
branded country

hybrid electric guitar
which has the
number 67876

painted on the pick
guard/neck plate,
and a Harmony

branded Kupke guitar
with a serial number
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on the headstock
which starts at 68

which suggests that
the guitar was made
in 1986. The serial
number is HO78.
However, HO78 is

probably not a serial
number but a model

number, as the
Harmony model

starts with H (see
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photo). If that is the
case, then the '68'
probably indicates
the year, not the

model, so the Kupke
branded Harmony
guitar may have

been made in 1988.
If the number is a

serial number, then it
would be one of the

guitars made in 1986
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that look like an early
Kupke. This would
suggest that the
Harmony Kupke
guitars are being
marked as Kupke

branded guitars even
though they are not
made in the USA by
Harmony.The guitar
shown in the photo
has a Kupke label,
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which usually has
numbers on the body

and headstock.
Although I'm not sure

about the specific
number on the label,

it would be
appreciated if

someone could
provide a photo of

the Kupke guitar with
a serial number on
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the headstock.
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